I'm going to share a secret with you today.
How to read a woman's mind.
I know that sounds dumb but stick with
me because it's not what you think.
You see, if I told you that I could walk
up to a woman and hear her thoughts,
you'd either laugh or think I was full of
B.S.....
Well, you'd be right to be skeptical,
BUT check this out.....
You CAN read a woman's mind,
because they ALL think the same way.
Women have been programmed to
think in a certain way over centuries of
evolution just to stay alive and
reproduce. And these thought patterns
are programmed into EVERY female.
They can't help that they think that
way, even if they try to fight it.
Think about it.
YOU are programmed to seek safety for survival -

a shelter (your home), food (to keep you alive),
water... but beyond that, you are programmed to
seek out certain things like, having friendship...
Belonging to a group... Social things.
We ALL want these things. Very few people can
be truly happy for long periods of time on their
own. We seek human companionship and
friendship. We ARE social beings.
Now women, are pretty complicated
creatures, but almost EVERYTHING
they do other than basic human needs
are based on social needs.
Women NEED to be social
And they are programmed to seek out
and maintain satisfying social
environments. That's really all women
are about.
Now, if you can understand and
believe in that concept then you really
CAN read any woman's mind.
1/ You'll know what drives her.
2/ You'll know what she thinks and
why.
3/ You'll know exactly what she looks
for in a man.

4/ You'll know exactly what she find attractive.
5/ And you'll know exactly how to attract her
(regardless of your looks, body or current social
standing)...
6/ You'll know that when you compliment her, it
lowers your value (unless you do it right)...
7/ You'll know that if you buy her a drink when
you first meet her... she will think you're a loser.
8/ You'll know that if you take her to the movies
or on a dinner date for your FIRST date, it'll lower
your chances with her..
AND...
You'll know why.
Women are looking for a certain type of guy. It's
a rare guy. 99.9% of men need not apply. She's
looking for someone special. Someone unique.
Somebody that's not like all the other guys...
And I'm going to show you EXACTLY what every
girl is looking for (even if SHE doesn't know it
yet) and how YOU can demonstrate those
qualities to her.

Copy + Paste = Facebook/MySpace women
in bed.
Did you know that you can turn your
computer into an automated "get hot
women into your bed" machine?
Seriously...
Think about it. Every girl out there uses
either Facebook or MySpace or one of
the other big social networking sites,
and most of them aren't just occasional
users. They WORSHIP those sites and
use them every day.
They are like the new, hot girls
"essential" tool. Almost as essential in
their daily lives as a cell phone.
Well, if I told you there's a way you can
use the Internet to get at LEAST 3
dates per week, automatically.....
Using COPY AND PASTE messages
in just 5 minutes every couple of
days..... You'd be interested right?
I mean, it'd give you a MASSIVE unfair advantage
over other men. While ALL of the other guys are
sending messages like "hey cutie, I like your pics,
hit me up" You'd be sending them TESTED and
proven messages that DRAW them into
conversation..... And a few more "written for you"

messages later..... You'd be meeting them on a
date.
Imagine that.....
You'd CRUSH other guys. Well, we HAVE those
messages. And they WORK. They work almost too
well, I kind of feel likes it's unfair on the women
to be giving these out. It makes it TOO easy to
generate attraction.
Well, you can get them from Black
Belt Seduction
Now the Black Belt Seduction course is
NOT typically an online attraction
course. It's a full system.
Warning:
Black Belt Seduction is unlike any other
"attract women" product out there. It's
not a book, it's not a DVD and it's not a
seminar. It's what is called a "multimodal" training system that uses text,
audio, video and interactive elements
to "implant" information into the
students mind making learning much
quicker and as the creators claim...
"automatic".
It's the only attraction and seduction

course that uses the martial arts method of
training. You start at White belt beginner and
progress monthly through different belts, all the
way up to Black belt and beyond.
Fortunately it's not a system where you need to
be a Black belt before it starts to work. You'll get
results after the first module or, "White belts"
training and depending on how good you are with
women right now, you could see a significant
improvement straight away.

The real power in the Black Belt
system lies in the fact that due to the
structure of the course and the way it's
delivered in "belts" you can track your
progress and see yourself actually
improve over time.
Whereas normal education like books
require you to read and remember, this
system seems to force the information
into your brain and influence your
behavior automatically, so you never
feel like you're "learning"... You just
seem to get better.

It deals with everything from meeting
them in a park during the day to

meeting them online.
And takes you step-by-step all the way from
talking to them for the first time without getting
blown out, regardless of what you look like, all
the way to building trust, comfort and getting
them into bed.
But remember, these Internet social networking
sites are just one tool to get women, But because
SO much of it can be automated in a click-click,
copy and paste way, And because almost EVERY
woman out there is on Facebook or Twitter or
whatever.....
It'd be wrong NOT to use it - Hey, who wouldn't
want a never ending, automatic supply of fresh
dates? And you might think, well what do I do if I
do get all these hot women on dates. What will I
say to them?
..... Well, you'd use the rest of the Black Belt
Seduction system.
It shows you what to do when you're on those
dates to get the interaction to go the way you
want (romantic... or otherwise ;)
Black Belt Seduction. A Must For All Men
Don't you think it would be cool if you could make
EVERY woman you meet and talk to - INSTANTLY

find you attractive? You could literally have your
pick of women and let them fight over YOU for a
change.
Sounds like the stuff of dreams? Well, until a
recent discovery, it was.
This new course is so powerful it's like having an
*attraction button* in your pocket that you can
press any time you want to PUMP deep, genuine,
sexual attraction and chemistry
straight into her brain.....
And this stuff makes her forget
everything about you. Not like some
weird "rape drug", that would be bad...
But it's like...
1/ She doesn't care how young or old
you are.....
2/ She doesn't care what you look like
or how good your body is.....
3/ She doesn't care how much you
earn, how tall you are or how much
you weight.....
4/ She just doesn't care.....
You pressed the button so she
INSTANTLY finds you attractive

When you know about the “10 attraction triggers”
in every woman's mind, and you know what they
are, and how to flip them with mere words and
actions. You can have this metaphorical
"button".
Black Belt Seduction (BBS) is a new and
revolutionary system for generating automatic,
instant attraction in any woman's mind. It's not
like other courses though. BBS uses martial arts
based online training to IMPLANT tried and tested
methods that WORK.

Black Belt Seduction is a unique, online training
course that shows men how to attract and seduce
women anywhere, regardless of how successful
you are right now. What makes it different is the
fact that the course is delivered just like a martial
art - in belts.
So you start at white and progress up until Black
Belt 1st Dan and beyond. The creators of the
course claim this method of training allows
"Implantation and absorption" of the information
better than any other system and from what I've
seen, I'd have to agree.
You go through the process and you get the
results. If there's one thing I don't like about the
course is sometimes it can get a little hard to
follow with so much information each month, you

can sometimes get lost.
But if you follow the course, you'll be getting
more high quality women in no time. I give Black
Belt Seduction 5 out of 5 and recommend it
highly whether you're just starting out or you're a
highly seasoned pick up veteran.
But this course is not hard.....It's the opposite.

It's actually really easy.
It takes you by the hand from White Belt
beginner up to Black Belt expert pick up artist.
Anyway, I've taken a look at the BBS system and
I can say there's nothing else like it. Every guy
that wants more success with women will benefit
from this.
I have to give Black Belt Seduction my highest
recommendation and say that you should
definitely check it out.

